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Abstract: The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it is to argue against the functional approach to
quotation, according to which enquotation is a syntactic map that delivers expressions of the
metalanguage. Second, it is to define a semantic operation that allows to express the meaning of
quotation without getting involved into semantic inconsistencies. I discuss the semantic expressive
power of the most influential functional theories of quotation and show the problems that arise in that
kind of approach. Then I draw an important connection between Reichenbach's idea of the so-called
'arrow quotes' and the account of quotational context given by Pagin and Westerståhl. The core ideas of
both proposals become a bottom line of the semantic account that allows to calculate the meaning of
quotation via composition principles without getting involved into semantic inconsistencies.
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1. The problem

The problem of quotation attracts the attention of logicians, linguists, and philosophers as well.
It is clear, however, at least from Tarski's findings, that subsequent accounts of quotation
developed within the three fields do coalesce and affect each other. Therefore, it does not come
as a surprise that the prevailing approach to the semantics of quotation is the post-Tarskian one.
According to this view, shared by a number of authors (e.g. Richard 1986; Pagin & Westerståhl
2010 (henceforth: P&W); Gaskin & Hill 2013; Maier 2013, 2014) enquotation is a map from
expressions of the first-order language onto expressions of the metalanguage. Syntactically,
quotation marks play the role of functor. It is the aim of this paper to argue against this view and
arrive at a more convincing account that allows to define logically coherent and compositional
semantic rule for calculating the meaning of quotation.

1.1. The domain of the quotation function

The first difficulty arising with the functional approach concerns the domain of quotation
function. Suppose that enquotation is a function ( ) ' 'Q p p , so that Q yields expressions of
the metalanguage from the first-order expressions. It is of a significant importance that the
argument of the function stands for a variable, not a metavariable. This fact was already called
attention to by Tarski (1933: 162) and discussed in detail by Geach (1980: 201-203). The
difference is clear. The metavariable ('p') and a given expression are related to each other by the
semantic function. Thus the metavariable denotes the expression. By contrast, the variable (p)
and a given expression are related to each other by the relation of substitution. Take p  the
second word of the sentence (q). Consider the following sentence (q), which explicates in words
the quotation function defined for the variable p:

(q) Q  maps the second word of the sentence (q) onto 'the second word of the sentence (q)'.



This is of course false since 'the second word of the sentence (q)' does not quote 'maps'. Indeed,
'maps' is the second word of the sentence (q), but it is not quotable by 'the second word of the
sentence (q)'. The reason is that the argument of the function Q  is an expression of the
first-order language and thus a semantic map. Therefore what we actually obtain from ( )Q p  is

(the second word of the sentence (q)) ('maps ')Q Q . But this does not allow to calculate the
quotational name of the initial phrase p  the second word of the sentence (q).

This observation behoves us to rethink the problem of arguments of Tarski's quotation
function. Trying to salvage the function Q one would have to redefine the domain of Q  and let
it take metalinguistic expressions as its arguments. Then for : ' ' ' 'Q p p  the abovementioned
problem disappears, but Q  turns out to be the identity function.

1.2. The denotation of the quotation function

Another argument against the functional approach to quotation comes from the semantics of the
quoting functor. Leaving aside the question of why the functor must be semantically (cf. Gaskin
& Hill 2013, Maier 2014), not only pragmatically (cf. Gutzmann & Stei 2011), relevant, it is
clear that quotation marks are semantically non-vacuous. Now if quotation marks play the role
of functor, their denotation should be definable as a value of the semantic function. Standardly,
the semantic function    is a map from expressions formulated in the metalanguage onto their
denotations. A semantic definition of a given expression p can be thus conceived of as one
possible description of p formulated by means of two functions, namely    and Q . Thus the
meaning of the expression in question can be calculated from the function composition

( )Q p  . Since Q  and    are part of the explanans, it is clear that for the definition to be
informative p cannot be equal to   , Q , or to the composition of the two.

First, that kind of semantic definition of the quoting functor is circular. For in order to
explicate the meaning of the quoting functor one would have to use the metalinguistic name of
the functor. Then the meaning of the functor reads ( )Q Q  . Second, it is not clear what is the
denotation of the quoting expression, say ' p ' (viz. the expression that consists of the letter pee
and single quotes). Assuming Potts's (2007: 408) account (discussed in §3.3.) the semantic
function returns the initial argument, so that ( ( ))Q Q p p  . But this account is untenable. As
argued by Geach (1980: 190), a formula of the form ( )Q p p   is a semantic explication.
Thus what follows the equals sign (e.g. for ( )Q John John  ) is not a real object (a real person
John), but an expression that denotes that object. Accordingly, the value of ( ( ))Q Q p   should
be an expression that denotes p , namely ( ) ' 'Q p p , not just p .

The two abovementioned difficulties are of a crucial importance from the point of view of
foundations of semantics. They show that the standard functional approach does not provide a
complete semantic theory. One could avoid the first problem by redefining the domain of Q
and letting it take sheer material strings as their arguments. That kind of holophrastic theory of
quotation was given in Werning (2005: 295-296). In such view quotes disambiguate the
unanalysed wholes. Still, letting quotation marks be a functor forces us to assume that this
functor remains indefinable (cf. Anscombe 1965: 84-85). This, in turn, would be a costly move.

These problems, though not new, have attracted less attention than they deserve. In what
follows I shall discuss the semantic expressive power of various variants of the functional
approach (§2.) and propose a new compositional account of the semantics of quotation (§3.).



2. Solutions

Though widely accepted in a number of formal theories of language, the functional approach to
quotation raised certain doubts. Saka (2013: 941), for instance, states that in contrary to
standard linguistic functions, quotation function takes 'an entire expression as input and yields
that expression as output. It differs from most linguistic functions, which take semantic values
as input'. But this statement is unclear, for it does not make explicit what is the 'entire
expression'. Judging from the last quoted sentence, it is not meant to be an expression of the
first-order language. But if it is a metalinguistic one, then enquotation is the identity function.

Actually, the function of the form '')( ppQ   is not the only possible functional
approach to quotation. A somewhat different account was suggested in the late fifties by Al.
Tajtelbaum. The author, in all likelihood Tarski1, states: 'We have the (tacit) convention that a
name and its name are denoted by the same word, and so the name of a name "tells" us the
name' (Tajtelbaum 1957: 53). Though not elaborated on in this squib, Tajtelbaum's concept is
clearly distinct from Tarski's one. An expression and its name are said to be represented exactly
by the same expression, the difference lying only in their logical types. Therefore, there is no
linguistic operation of the form '')( ppQ  . But this is not to say that an expression and its name
are related by identity, for it would mean that logical types of the two are equal to each other.

The question is whether it is possible to find a convincing functional approach.
Tajtelbaum's remark constitutes the main point of what was baptised the identity theory of
quotation. This is one solution that can be formalised in a functional way. However, the
problem addressed by Tajtelbaum traces back to the late thirties and a paper written by the
Czech logician Reach. And this is the first functional approach I shall discuss below.

2.1. Reach's concept of quotation

Tajtelbaum's paper was an answer to the problem posed by Anscombe (1956: 121): 'It is
impossible to be told anyone's name. For if I am told 'That man's name is "Smith"', his name is
mentioned, not used, and I hear the name of his name but not his name.'. The problem was
formulated in 1938 by K. Reach. And although the main aim of his paper was to solve certain
semantic antinomies, it is best known for its concept of the metalanguage.

Reach points out the following problem. Defining the semantics of quotation consists in
expressing the relation that binds a quotational name and its denotation. Standardly, the former
is understood as a metalinguistic name and marked by single quotes. To illustrate, suppose one
wants to say what is the name of the first word of the title of the present paper. One says then:

(1) The first word of the title of the present paper is 'semantics'.

Indeed, one argument bound by the predicate in (1) is a quotational name. But (1) does not
express the name relation. Rather, it picks out a word that is coreferential with the definite
description 'the first word of the title of the present paper'. In order to express the name relation
one should add another argument, say:

1 While the original concept of quotation function is due to Tarski, it is often neglected that even Tarski pointed out
some problems, though he did not make them explicit (Tarski 1933: 161): 'The sense of quotation-function and of
the quotation marks themselves is not sufficiently clear. In any case such functors are not extensional; (...)
Moreover, the use of the quotation functor exposes us to the danger of becoming involved in various semantical
antinomies, such as the antinomy of the liar.'



(2) The name of the first word of the title of the present paper is 'semantics'.

But then another problem arises. Though we move from a sentence that picks out the expression
to a sentence that picks out the name of the expression, the crucial argument remains the same.

The way out seems to be quite intuitive. As stated by Anscombe, the quotational name
in (2) is mentioned, not used. Thus, according to the standard way of using quotation marks, it
should rather read as follows:

(3) The name of the first word of the title of the present paper is ' 'semantics' '.

Then, however, the main predicate of (3) corresponds to the relation one argument of which is
the name of a name. And what was meant to be expressed was a relation that binds a quotational
name. This is, by and large, the problem formulated by Reach.

Reach's solution rests upon a two-place function. The first, intensional argument
corresponds to the quoted expression. The second, extensional argument corresponds to the
quotational name. For pure quotation the function that corresponds to the relation between a
quotational name and its denotation has the form )]([ xxNm , to be read: '[x] (conceived of as
token indicated in the quotational act) has the name (x) (conceived of as an extensional name)'.

Reach's function seems to work better than the Tarskian one. For one, the intensional
argument allows to avoid certain semantic inconsistencies. The token exemplifying the quoted
expression is displayed within the intensional argument; it is not delivered via any linguistic
function. For another, the concept deals convincingly with the semantics of quotation, since it
does express the relation between a quotational name and its denotation. Moreover, it also
captures the semantic role of quotations marks. They simply correspond to the predicate Nm .

The main problem that arises with Reach's solution lies in the intensional character of
the argument. That kind of account is not in a position to express the semantics of quoting
expressions that do not pick out themselves. Consider the following examples:

(4) Alfred said 'dog'.
(5) 'Dog' is a noun.

In (4) the quoting expression picks out a token which was uttered in a context different from the
context of (4). In (5) it refers to the class of tokens. Reach's function, as it stands, simply does
not allow to generalize over the token actually used in the quoting utterance. This follows from
the fact that the intensional argument, as defined by Reach, can stand only for itself. It does not
allow to determine a class of arguments that satisfy a given formula.

2.2. The identity theory of quotation

Both Geach (1980) and Read (1997), who draw heavily on Reach's findings, argue against the
functional approach to quotation. Similar comments may be traced back to Ajdukiewicz (1967:
75). Reach himself goes for a functional account, but he adds the intensional argument. But
there is also a third, in fact also functional, approach known as the identity theory of quotation
(cf. Geach 1980, Washington 1992, Saka 1998, and many others).

The core of the theory is given in the abovementioned quote from Tajtelbaum: a name
and its name are denoted by the same word. This became a source of various
misunderstandings. P&W (2010: 383), for instance, claim that the name 'identity' is misleading.
But the problem has deeper logical consequences than just a label. Actually, the
misunderstanding concerns the distinction between logical types and the linguistic form of the
expressions in question. Indeed, according to Washington (1992: 587) the semantic function



defined on quotation is the identity function. But had this been correct, the quotational name
would have picked out the whole quotational name. That would mean that it also picks out
quotation marks, which are not a part of the quoted name. Moreover, since the name and its
referent are to be related by identity, they would have had the same logical type. Such concept is
untenable. But this was not Tajtelbaum's point. What the author actually states is that an
expression and its name have the same linguistic form. They instantiate the same word, not the
same logical type. Viewed from that angle, the theory opens up a path for functional approach.

The theory rests upon a primary ambiguity. Every utterance is, as Saka (1998) puts it, an
act of multiple ostension. It yields a set which consists of, at least, orthographic form, phonic
form, lexical entry, intension, and extension. One and the same expression can be thus used in
different ways. This motivates another name of the theory: the use theory of quotation.

Although not given explicitly by the defenders of the theory, it allows a convenient
formalisation. What is normally called a linguistic expression E turns out to be a name of a set

niEeee in  1,},,...,{ 1 . Each element corresponds to the class some elements of which are

picked out in the utterance. The name of the set is not contingent. It is identical with respect to
the linguistic form to one element of the denoted set, namely the one that corresponds to the
class of tokens that stand for the physical shape E. In brief, the name E is a quotational name of
a set. Therefore the name of the set relates to this set via semantic function: 1{ ,..., }nE e e  .

Primarily ambiguous, E   can be disambiguated in a particular context. Depending on the way
E  is used, the speaker may refer to various elements of },...,{ 1 nee . Thus an act of uttering can

be conceived of as a function U  relating an utterance with the subsets of E . We can define
then )(),(: ECEU  ; C  stands for the set of contexts, )(E  for the power set of E .

An important consequence of the concept is the semantic account of quotation. E  is a
quotational name, and not a value of a function defined on expressions of the first-order
language. It is expressions of the first-order language that may become the value of U . Thus in
order to refer to the token E  one has to use E  in a particular way. If that kind of reference
actually takes place, the act of uttering may be conceived as 1 ' ' 1( , ) ( , )EU E C e C , where

' ' 1{ ,..., }E ne e e corresponds to the class of tokens that stand for the physical shape E .

The theory formalised in the way sketched above provides an interesting account of the
metalanguage. The meaning of quotation is the value of a function defined on the name of a set
and on contexts, and not on the expression of the first-order language. Thus for the semantic
function the concept is safe. It also solves the problem of the abovementioned differences
between (2) and (3). Such an account can simply do without double quotes. The quotational
name 'semantics' may pick out different elements of the set it denotes.

Nevertheless, doubts may arise concerning the semantic role of quotation marks. For
Saka (1998: 126-127) unless E  is flanked by quotes, the value of E   is the extension of E .
Otherwise it is a set that does not include the element that corresponds to the extension of E .
The author goes for the standard functional approach. Thus quotes correspond to a functor ('...')
that disambiguates the expression they bind. There are two ways of expressing the operation in
formal terms. One is to use the standard Fregean functional application (FA). Another is to let
enquotation be a purely syntactic operation (cf. P&W 2010: 404). Consequently we obtain:

'...' ( ) : ( ) extension of  EE E E E e E          , for FA and:

'...'( ) : ( ) extension of  EE E E E e E        , , for a purely syntactic operation

Actually, in light of the foregoing discussion, neither of the two solves the problem. In both
cases one obtains the function composition. This step cannot be avoided, since the concept of
multiple ostension that underlies the theory does not allow to apply any function to the material



form of the token E  (as would be needed). The material form can only be obtained via
semantic function defined on E . Now neither '...'   nor E   raises objections, but the
function composition does. Note that in Saka'a concept the function E   is not disambiguated.
Thus it maps onto of Eextensione  by default. Then the problem pointed out in (q) at the beginning of

the present paper reappears. In order to avoid that kind of problem E  must have been
disambiguated previously. But this is not possible within the framework proposed by Saka.

Let us take stock. The identity theory allows to express the relation between an
expression and its meanings, covering also the quotational use. However, it does so only in an
ambiguous way. Since the functional approach does not allow to express the rule of
disambiguation, the theory is not in a position to express the proper meaning of quotation.
Consequently, while Reach's solution is too narrow, the identity theory is not specific enough.

2.3.  The spelling theory of quotation

There is yet another possible solution within the framework of the functional approach, which
was also suggested by Tajtelbaum (1957: 53). Any name can by spelled out as a description, so
that Smith's name can be explicated as 'That man's name is S-M-I-T-H'. All we need is, as
Tajtelbaum puts it, 'a preliminary training in stepping from a letter-by-letter presentation of a
word to the ordinary (continuous) reading of the word'. The theory is called the spelling or the
description theory of quotation. Actually, there exist two versions of the theory. According to
one (cf. Geach 1957, Werning 2005)2, the elements of the description are quotational names.
Therefore 'dog ' 'd' 'o' 'g'  . According to another, the elements of the description are
non-quotational names. Here I shall focus on the latter; the former does not contribute much to
the present discussion, since the problem of quotation is just moved to the level of letters.

The theory may be traced back to Tarski (1933: 157) and Quine (1960: 142). A similar
strategy was also adopted in Gaskin & Hill (2013) as a solution to Reach's problem. The idea is
that quotational name can be calculated from the concatenation of names of particular signs.
But the names themselves are not of a quotational character. Actually, they are arbitrary, which
seems to be clear if we have a look at Quine's definition of 'was' that reads: 'double yu - ay - ess'.

The difference between Werning's or Geach's account and the (relevant) spelling theory
is important mainly from the philosophical point of view. While the purely semantic problem
had been pointed out by Tarski (1933: 159-160, 162), it was Read (1997: 13) who provided an
especially clear epistemic argument. The point is that quotation is the only type of name that is
transparent in the following sense: the meaning of the name is given a priori together with this
name. In this regard no other names are comparable with quotation.

In light of Read's argument the solution provided by the spelling theory is of highly
limited scope. Indeed, let us use such arbitrary names as arguments for the function
composition. Then for 'was' the standard FA reads as follows:

 (  , , ) : ( ) extension of  Equotation marks double yu ay ess E E was E E e E            

That kind of account is logically and semantically correct. Nevertheless, it is questionable in
light of Read's argument. An arbitrary name like 'double yu' does not allow to calculate its
meaning, viz. the letter w, a priori. It is only a quotational name (in casu 'w') for which we do
not need any training of the kind mentioned by Tajtelbaum. Unless it is defined, an arbitrary
name cannot function as a name. But in order to formulate such a definition the unit in question
(the letter w) must be mentioned. Then the problem of the semantics of quotation reappears.

2 Werning goes for an interesting functional approach mentioned in §1.; Geach draws on Reach's account.



3. Formulating the semantics of quotation

The discussion above shows the following. Even if we assume that quotation marks play the
role of indefinable functor of our grammar, this does not contribute much to the discussion on
the semantics of quotation. The accounts presented above neither deal informatively with the
denotation of quotation function, nor do they determine its domain. In what follows I shall
propose an account that allows to calculate the meaning of quotation by means of the
composition principles within the framework of Montague grammar. In my concept quotation
marks shall be treated as units not assigned any denotation, but not as semantically void ones.
Consequently the concept allows compositional analysis of a quoting expression without
binding quotes by functions and thus without getting involved into semantic inconsistencies.

Within the present framework, formulating that kind of theory boils down to
formalising the semantics of quotational context (§3.1.). Quotational context shall be treated as
a type of linguistic context, understood along the lines of P&W (2010), which means that it can
be imposed only by means of grammar rules. While it is widely accepted that quotes impose the
intensional context, it is the authors' account that shows how the context shift can contribute to
the semantics of quotation. I shall determine what type of expressions the context consists of
(§3.2.), and how semantic rules allow to calculate the meaning of a quoting expression (§3.3.).

3.1. Quotational context

To begin with, let us set up some basic notions. First and foremost, I shall adapt the concept of
linguistic context given in P&W (2010: 396) to the Montagovian semantic analysis. Originally,
the context was defined as a sequence of ordered pairs ( , )i i  consisting of a grammar rule and

a natural number. Thus the linguistic context of a term t is a sequence of grammatical terms that
wrap around t in a given expression. In the present paper I let any linguistic expression z  be a
poset ( , )Z   such that the elements of Z correspond to subsequent nodes of the parsetree
showing the logical form (LF)3 of z. Curves correspond to the ordering relation; antichains are
allowed. It follows from the form of parsetrees that only some subsets of z  are complete from
the point of view of linguistic interpretation. Such subsets can be conceived of as intervals of
the form ( , : ) ( ,sup( )]x X X Z x     . sup( )x  corresponds in the LF to the head of x ; if

iX X  and there is no :j j iX X X , then iX is a terminal node. Finally, the linguistic context

lc  of x is a poset of the form ( , : \ )l lC C Z X  .

Thus a linguistic context of x is not a function4 but a set related in a relevant way to x.
The semantic relevance of a given context type ( , : )i i i lc C C C   lies in the following fact.

For any wff x the linguistic context of x specifies its denotation and guarantees interpretability.
To illustrate, the denotation of a bare noun is not specified; a word /dɒg/ can denote various sets
specified by different functions, e.g. { :  is a dog}a a , { : Alfred believes that  is a dog}a a
{ :  is called 'Dog'}a a , { : 'dog' quotes }a a . However, generalizing over possible denotations
and providing a general form { : ( )}a a  one sacrifices interpretability, since then the LF of x
contains a free variable  . Therefore, for any x to be interpretable the function   must be

(minimally) specified by the linguistic context. In such cases I say that the given context ic  (i.e.

the extensional context, a belief context, etc.) is imposed by some linguistic exponent

3 LF, as well as the surface structure (SS) below, are conceived of in terms of generative grammar. Thus the former
corresponds to the semantic structure, the latter to the actually spelled-out expressions.
4 That kind of functional account was suggested in Maier (2014), but not discussed in detail.



( , : ) ( ,sup( )]iy Y Y C y     . Take ( , : ) ( ,sup( )]x X X Z x     , SX X  to be a node

of the surface structure (SS) of x , and ic
SX to be such SX that ic is imposed on that SX . The

context ic  is imposed by y on all and only those SX  that belong to X  iff the following is true:

( )(sup({ }, : ) sup( ) sup( ) sup({ }, ) )z X Y X Y Z Z Z x y X Y                , &

( )(( sup({ }, ) ) ( ))i i i S i S i SZ Z Z X Y Z Z Z X Z Y                , &

( )( ( ) {0,1})ji i
cc c

S SX X X x     , where ( )x  is a wff.

In words: the context ic  is imposed by y on all and only those SX  that belong to X  iff x and y

are co-headed within a meaningful branch that includes no elements of the SS other than the
head and SS-elements of x and y; x does not dominate y; the fact that every element of the SS of
x is placed in ic  entails that a wff ( )x  is interpretable in some linguistic context(s).

In particular, ic  may appear to be a quotational context ( qc ). To illustrate, for:

z  [S [DP Alfred] [VP [V said:] [DP 'dog']].]
Alfred, said [colon], and quotation marks are placed in the extensional context5. Quotes impose
the quotational context. Quotes together with what they flank constitute an DP, which is not a
terminal node. The semantics of this DP is going to be defined in the subsequent subsections.

3.2. A quoting expression

What remains to be defined is the quotational node. It is clear from the discussion in §1.1. that
the input for the semantic analysis of quotation cannot be an expression of the first-order
language. Moreover, examples like (6) and (7) below show that it should be a sheer material
string that entails only information about the physical shape of this string6.

(6) Alfred wrote 'dog' but I don't know what it means.
(7)# Alfred wrote 'dog' but I don't know how to write it. [when (7) is a written utterance]

Indeed, this was the bottom line of Davidson's demonstrative theory. According to the theory a
quoting expression denotes the quoted one by displaying the shape of the latter; the token
flanked by quotes is semantically void. Actually, the account may be traced back to
Ajdukiewicz (1967), who arrives at a more explicit concept, according to which quotation is:

the ostensive name, which consists of the indicating gesture and the object indicated by
it, [it] is one simple word, and not an expression composed of an operator and an
argument (...) the word contained in the quotation marks is a physical part, but not a
syntactic member.

5 Bogusławski (2007: 429-430) and Potts (2007: 414-415) distinguish two different functors (e.g. say1, say2)
corresponding to direct and indirect speech. While I agree with the distinction, I should add three comments. First,
even if one defines such two different functors, it is clear that the domain of the quotational one cannot consist of
the units of the first-order language. Therefore the problem of defining pure quotation as the domain of one of the
predicates remains to be solved. Second, the authors do not present a formal account of the semantic role of
quotation marks (as e.g. in (5)), which is the main aim of the present paper. Third, the quoting predicate cannot
impose the quotational context on quotation marks, for quotes are not a part of what is being quoted. Thus in order
to provide an explanation for both (4) and (5) I take quotes to be a part of DP, and not of the quoting functor.
6 The semantic information can be pragmatically implied, but not encoded at the semantic level (cf. Maier 2008).



This seems to be convincing in light of (q), (6), and (7). However, the semantic role of the token
flanked by quotes remains unclear. On the one hand, it cannot be semantically void, since then
the denotation of quotation would be empty or undefined. On the other hand, the discussion in
§1. shows that it cannot be a standard semantic map. It is for these reasons that I make use of
Reichenbach's (1947: 284-286) idea of arrow quotes. The point is that arrow quotes do not

produce any new name. Thus p   is not a compound expression with a variable p. Rather, it is
a set of points written in a particular Kaplanian situational context. The ordering of the set
generates the standard form of the sixteenth letter of the English alphabet.

From a semantic point of view any Reichenbachian token is an individual of type e that
can stand only for itself. Since it is not a semantic map, it can be bound by the semantic function

  . The value of p    is the very token bound by   . In other words, the semantic
function defined on arguments flanked by arrow quotes is the identity function.

It is of crucial importance, however, that the token flanked by arrow quotes and bound
by    is not being mentioned in a given quoting utterance. Otherwise it would become a

name, which contradicts Reichenbach's definition of arrow quotes. In the formula p    the
argument is neither mentioned, nor used. It is displayed in a form generated by the ordering
relation. The relation is defined for particular material objects (in casu: points) and generates
the form flanked by arrow quotes. By contrast, formal exponents of quotation show that the
token is used in a special way, namely that it is mentioned7. Thus quotes change the logical type

of the argument bound by   . Every mentioned token ' 'p   becomes a function. The
function is unique to the extent that every mentioned token is a name the denotation of which is
calculable on the exclusive basis of the form of this name. Every mentioned token denotes a
class of tokens that are quotable by the token flanked by quotes. Each element of the class is of
course a Reichenbachian physical shape8. Therefore, any quoting expression is, from the
semantic point of view, a mentioned token that is said to quote a class of tokens.

This rather philosophical framework shall find its reflection in a formal account. In what

follows I argue that the abovementioned distinction between p   and ' 'p   is necessary in
order to avoid semantic inconsistencies in calculating the meaning of quotation.

3.3.  Calculating the meaning of a quoting expression

The above discussion reveals a general account of what should serve as the input for the
semantic analysis of quotation. In this subsection I shall show how the denotation of quotation
sketched above can be calculated from the quoting token and quotation marks via standard
composition principles (cf. Heim & Kratzer 1998). Two comments, however, are in order.

First, I do not, contra Potts (2007: 408), define the denotation of quotation recursively.
In Potts's account grammar generates triples. If Π stands for a phonological form, Σ for a
syntactic representation, and α for a semantic representation of type σ, then an expression of the
first order language has the form , , :    . By recursion, a quoting expression has the form

, , , , : : u        , where u is the third semantic type (utterance; cf. Maier 2013), in
addition to standard e and t. But the concept is untenable. Partly, for the reasons given in P&W
(2010: 385, f. 8) and Maier (2008: 193). And partly, because that kind of recursive definition

7 In this regard I follow the abovementioned idea proposed by the defenders of the identity theory of quotation.
8 Note that the above double flanking (by arrow quotes and standard quotes) is not equal to Quine's (1940: 35-36)
corner quotes. Corner quotes denote a class of material strings of the form given by the expression they flank. But
the logical type of the flanked expression is not clear. Had it been a mere physical shape, corner quotes could not
allow variables (cf. the relevant comment given by Geach (1980: 206)), but actually they do. It is in order to avoid
such complications that I use both Reichenbach's arrow quotes and logically different standard quotes.



does not allow any change within the triples. Therefore it fails to explain how two expressions
having different material forms (say, written Japanese ideogram 塩  ('salt'), its Latin
transcription shio, and the phonological form /sio/) can quote each other. More convincing
account is given in Maier (2008, 2014) with regard to mixed quotation. Its strength lies in the
truth value encoded into denotation. The meaning of quotation reads roughly: what the speaker
of the quoted expression referred to with her utterance of the phrase: '...'. Although the latter
approach is quite cognate to mine, a more general account including pure quotation is needed.

Second, it is not trivial how the meaning of quotation can be formally composed from
quotation marks and the quoting token. The standard FA will not do, for the reasons given in
§§1-2. Moreover, quotation marks cannot be treated on a par with the quoting token, viz. as a
mere physical shape9, for then they would have ceased to bear a semantic function.

A key conclusion from the above points is this. First, since the recursive definition fails,
we need a truth value encoded into the denotation. However, for pure quotation the predicate
must be retrieved, since it is not given in the surface structure of a quoting expression. Second,
since the FA fails, we need an LF that allows to treat quotation marks as a separate node which
is not assigned any denotation, but which is not semantically void. This, in turn, leads directly
to the predicate abstraction (PA), conceived of as a standard composition principle (cf. Heim &
Kratzer 1998). The crucial step comes from the framework given in P&W (2010), which allows
to encode into expressions certain semantic features imposed by the quotational context.

The aim of P&W's paper was to present an account of compositionality that holds for
expressions containing quotations. The authors arrive at a concept where compositionality is
relativised with regard to context types (cf. P&W 2010: 398). Crucially, the context type of a
particular constituent can be different from the context type of both: other constituents and the
whole expression. This also holds for the quotational context. In the present paper I follow the
idea and make one step further. I let the quotational context specify the semantic type of the
expressions it is imposed on. Consequently, the LF of quotation looks as follows:

(Tq) DP= ' ' ' 'p p   : ,et t 

D: , ,et et t   CP: et 

    NP   C':t

 1 0
1C   S: qct such that 1'...' y ,

imposes the quotational

'...'1 ( ) :q qc cp et   t1:e context

The above LF is based on Hulsey & Sauerland's (2006) concept of raising structures for relative
clauses. According to the authors, the raising structures entail a presupposition concerning the
denotation of NP under CP. Here I go for a weaker account. The only thing that must be
presupposed is that the NP is placed in some linguistic context ic , which guarantees the

interpretability of the NP. The type of context gets specified by 0C . Thus semantically
quotation is a DP of type ,et t  , like any common name (cf. Maier 2014, where quotation on

its phonological level is of type e). The terminal node ( ) qcp  , unlike p  :e, plays the role of

a predicate of the form ' p   quotes', and binds the trace. The predicate is of type , qce t  ,

9 Such an account is suggested in Maier (2013: 13), where quotes are of type u, viz. the same as what they flank.



which means that it maps onto truth value iff it is placed in the quotational context10. Quotes
allow to provide a predicate by imposing a quotational context, but they do not constitute a
functor. This move is made possible by P&W-like interpretation of linguistic context.

Syntactically, in the LF the exponent of the linguistic context (here quotation marks) is a
complementizer that allows to specify the denotation of the DP. Standardly, the exponent in
question corresponds in the spell-out to such that or colon, viz. to those elements that provide a
description. The description semantically specifies the set standing for the denotation (cf. Bayer
& Brandner (2008: 90), where 0C is a semantic restrictor). Thus (Tq) shows the following
semantic structure. Any quoting expression denotes a class of tokens such that for every
element of this class it is true that the token flanked by quotation marks quotes this element.

Having sketched that kind of semantics we get what we needed. The role of quotation
marks turns out to be twofold. First, they deliver a special predicate by imposing the quotational
context. Second, though not assigned any denotation, they signal PA. In order to encode both
functions of quotation marks into the calculus I go for an extended account of PA proposed by

Sharvit (2011), viz. [ ],, . k xc gc g x D        , where the context index c  is added. However, I

shall adapt this rule to the role of quotational context. I let then c  be a set { , }l sc c c , where lc

stands for the linguistic context and sc  for the standard Kaplanian situational context. The

semantic rule for calculating the meaning of quotation from (Tq) reads then:

[1 ] [1 ]

[1 ]

, ,,
1 1

1

' ' . ( )  = . ( )

                  = .  ( )

                  = .     1 iff     : , ,

qx l xi

xl

cc g c gcc g
s

gc
s

s l s

p x D p t x D p t in c

x D p quotes t in c

x D p quotes x in c p quotes x in c c c c

 





 



  



  

     

 

   

     

   

, 1lY C k 

In short, quotation can be conceived of as a common noun that in a given context picks out a
class of tokens quotable by the quoting token.

It might be objected that a definition where the meaning of quotation is defined by
means of the predicate 'quotes' is circular. I shall argue that it is not. The crucial step lies in
encoding into the denotation a truth value by abstracting the predicate, which is absent in the
surface structure. While the recursive definition fails, the predicate allows to determine
conditions under which one expression can quote another. Such conditions can be determined
in various ways. In Bogusławski (2004) quotation is defined as a minimum operation that yields
the shape of a given expression without entailing either syntactic or semantic information.
Another way is to say that one expression quotes another iff the latter belongs to the the range of
Saka's multiple ostension discussed above. However, in order to formulate such conditions one
does need a truth value, and it is the above grammar rule that encodes it into the denotation.

4.  Conclusion

The fragment of grammar presented above has some non-trivial consequences. First and
foremost, it allows to formalise semantically non-vacuous role of quotation marks without
getting involved into semantic inconsistencies. Second, it provides more explicit grounds for
the semantic definition of various modes of quotation, e.g. in terms of Maier (2008, 2014). Note
that the expressions actually used by the quoted speaker may be completely different from those
used in the quoting utterance, provided they are quotable by the quoting utterance. Thus the

10 In this regard I draw on Potts's (2005: 64-65) composition rule for appositives, where one NP becomes a
predicate that delivers a name and a conventionally implied truth value ct . In the present account it is the
quotational context that delivers the truth value, which thus depends on the linguistic context.



abovementioned Maier's definition of the meaning of quotation can be given in a more general
form, namely: what the speaker of the quoted expression referred to with her utterance that is
quotable by '...'. This also works for pure quotation. Third, the double context-dependency
leaves room for non-verbatim quotations (cf. Maier 2014). Subsequent parameters encoded into
the context may allow to disregard or impose certain limitations on the class denoted by
quotation. Finally, the above grammar rule is simpler in that it determines a different type of a
name, but avoids introducing Potts's third semantic type (u). Quotation differs from a common
noun with regard to truth conditions, but not the semantic type.
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